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Abstract We propose a unified approach to study meson, nucleon and ∆ -baryon proper-
ties at zero and finite temperatures in the context of hard-wall AdS/QCD model. We first
combine some previous works dealing with mesons and baryons separately, and introduce a
new parameter ξ so that the model could give a universal description of spectrum and cou-
plings of both sectors in a self-consistent way. All observables calculated numerically show
reasonable agreement with experimental data. We then study these observables at nonzero
temperature by modifying the AdS space-time into AdS-Schwartzchild space-time. Numer-
ically solving the model, we find an interesting temperature dependence of the spectrum
and the couplings. We also make a prediction on the finite temperature decay width of some
nucleon and ∆ excited states.
1 Introduction
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is now generally believed to be the basic theory of strong
interactions. Due to asymptotic freedom, it can describe the strongly interacting particles at
high energy where perturbative expansions are valid. In the low energy region, however,
QCD becomes strongly coupled and highly nonlinear, and has thus far precluded any ana-
lytic solutions. How to study the low energy dynamics of QCD is still a difficult problem in
physics.
The Anti-de Sitter/conformal field theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence, first proposed by
Maldacena [1] in 1998, is originally intended to study the strong coupling region of a par-
ticular conformal gauge theory–the N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory, by
means of its duality to a weakly coupled string theory in AdS5×S5, and has later on been
extended to many other gauge theories (for a review, see Ref. [2]). Although at first sight,
QCD differs a lot fromN = 4 SYM, arguments have been given [3, 4] that in the small mo-
mentum transfer region, where the effective QCD coupling is approximately constant, QCD
resembles a conformal gauge theory, and can thus be studied using a gauge/gravity type
model. In this approach, one introduces an infrared (IR) cut-off in the fifth dimension of
the AdS space to model QCD confinement, and then introduces some five-dimensional (5D)
fields corresponding to boundary four-dimensional (4D) operators. The correlation functions
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2of boundary operators can be obtained by functionally differentiating the on-shell 5D action
(following the AdS/CFT prescription), and all the physical quantities are calculated from
the correlation functions through the Lehmann-Symanzik-Zimmermann (LSZ) formalism.
This approach is currently referred to as “bottom-up” AdS/QCD correspondence. Although
it has not been strictly proved yet, it has turned out to be phenomenologically successful
in obtaining hadronic bound state properties, such as meson spectrum [5–7] and form fac-
tors [3, 8–10].
The AdS/CFT correspondence can also be modified to study finite-temperature field
theories [11]. In this approach, one introduces a Schwartzchild blackhole in the AdS5 back-
ground and it turns out that the resulting 5D gravity theory corresponds to a boundary field
theory at temperature T = 1/(8piM), where M is the mass of the blackhole. This idea was
later applied to AdS/QCD to study the temperature effects on meson spectrum [12, 13],
heavy quark potentials [14, 15], and the confinement-plasma phase transition [16, 17].
While the holographic model of the meson sector has received phenomenological suc-
cess, the extension to the nucleon sector raises a problem. Imitating the meson sector, we
can similarly introduce the 5D Lagrangian and then solve the eigenvalue problem to obtain
nucleon spectrum [18, 19], but it turns out that the value of the IR cut-off zm needs to be
1.5–3 times the value used in meson sector. We can just use a different zm for the nucleon
sector and set mesons aside since there is no reason why mesons and nucleons must have the
same confinement scale, but the consequence is that the definition of the covariant derivative
on fermion fields becomes problematic, making it difficult to study the meson-nucleon cou-
pling constant gpiNN . There is an attempt to deal with this problem using the same parameter
zm [20], with numerical error 10%–20% in the spectrum and 50% in coupling constant gpiNN .
In this paper we make two different attempts to this issue. The first one is to use different zm
for the two sectors but redefine the interaction Lagrangian in a self-consistent way so that
the coupling gpiNN is uniquely determined. The numerical result of both the spectrum and
coupling constants are in reasonable agreement with experiment. The second one is to use
the same zm but slightly modify the AdS/QCD prescription, introducing a “magnification
factor” ξ for the nucleon sector to indicate a different confinement scale. The numerical
results prove to be the same, so we put the latter one in the appendix.
The problem addressed in the previous paragraph also presents in the spin-3/2 (∆ -
baryon) sector. A previous work [21] has established the necessary formalism of studying
spin-3/2 baryons in AdS/QCD, with the error of the calculated spectrum being 13% to 27%.
In this paper we use the same technique mentioned in the previous paragraph with the same
ξ parameter to get a better fit with experimental data. The calculated spectrum fits well, and
the coupling constant gpi∆∆ is consistent with experimental data and the prediction of other
theoretical approaches.
The previous work involving ∆ baryons focused on the zero temperature case. However,
it is increasingly important nowadays to study ∆ baryons at finite temperature. We know that
∆ baryons carry spin 3/2 and isospin 3/2, they often arise as intermediate resonance states
of nucleon-pion scattering. Thus a knowledge of their finite-temperature properties would be
important for studying thermal nucleon-pion reactions that occur in nuclear environments,
such as in Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) experiments [22, 23].
Therefore, another aim of this paper is to study the spectrum and effective couplings of
∆ baryons at finite temperature, by modifying the AdS space-time to AdS-Schwartzchild
space-time. To be concise, we use the finite temperature formalism from the very begin-
ing, all zero temperature formulae can be obtained by setting T = 0. Solving the equations
numerically, we get the temperature dependence of the mass spectrum and the couplings.
3The temperature dependence of the mass spectrum shows a novel feature of the ∆ sector
compared with those of nucleons and mesons.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe our unified AdS/QCD model
for mesons, nucleons and ∆ baryons at finite temperature, paying special attention to the
baryon sector, and give a universal fitting of all the observables of the three sectors. In
Sect. 3, we go to the nonzero temperature region and study the temperature dependence of
the spectrum and couplings. Finally, in Sect. 4, we briefly summarize our results.
2 Description of the model
We use the following space-time metric for 5D AdS-Schwarzchild (AdS-Sch) background:
ds2 =
1
z2
(
f 2(z)dt2− (dxi)2− 1
f 2(z)
dz2
)
, ε < z < zm, (1)
where f 2(z) = 1− z4/z4h. The Hawking temperature of the black hole TH = 1/(pizh) is equal
to the temperature of the corresponding 4D boundary field theory. The cut-off at z = ε
(with ε → 0 implied) corresponds to UV cut-off in QCD, while the hard-wall cut-off at
z = zm corresponds to IR cut-off, ΛQCD, to simulate confinement. According to Ref. [16],
the AdS-Sch background is stable only at temperatures above the deconfinement tempera-
ture Tc = 21/4/(pizm), and becomes metastable when T drops below Tc. However, as illus-
trated in Ref. [24], when the strong interacting plasma formed in heavy ion collisions at a
high temperature quickly cools down, it stays in the supercooled (metastable) phase cor-
responding to AdS-Sch background. So in this sense it is more practical to study hadron
behaviour in AdS-Sch background (1).1 In this paper we consider the metric (1) for temper-
atures 0 < T < Tc. When T > Tc, although the AdS-Sch phase becomes stable, our method
of solving eigenvalue problems may not work well, and in this case it is more practical to
analyse the baryon spectral functions, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
2.1 The boson sector
Since QCD has a SU(2)R×SU(2)L chiral symmetry, we should introduce two 5D gauge
fields L and R corresponding to the Noether currents of 4D global chiral symmetry Ja,µL,R =
q¯L,Rγµ taqL,R. We also introduce a 5D scalar field Xab corresponding to quark bilinear oper-
ator q¯aLq
b
R in the boundary QCD.
The gauge-invariant 5D action of this boson sector can be constructed as
SX =
∫
d4x
∫ zm
ε
dz
√
gTr
[
|∇MX |2+3|X |2− 14g25
(F2L +F
2
R )
]
, (2)
where FL,R is the field strength tensor corresponding to 5D gauge fields L,R, ∇MX = ∂MX−
iLMX + iXRM is the covariant derivative acting on X , and
√
g = 1/z5 is the square root of
the metric determinant.
1By the way, as illustrated in Ref. [25], in the stable phase at temperature below Tc (the thermal AdS back-
ground), the hadron properties (masses, decay constants) do not change when temperature varies.
4Turning off the fields L,R and solving the equation of motion for Xab(x,z) = δ abX0(z),
one gets
X0(z)≡ v(z)2 =
1
2
mqz 2F1(
1
4
,
1
4
,
1
2
,
z4
z4h
)+
1
2
σz32F1(
3
4
,
3
4
,
3
2
,
z4
z4h
), (3)
where 2F1 is the confluent hypergeometric function. At zero temperature T = 0, the above
solution reduces to X0(z) = (mqz+σz3)/2. According to the AdS/CFT dictionary, the co-
efficient of the non-normalizable term mq corresponds to the boundary value of X which
couples to the quark bilinear operator q¯LqR. We recognize it as the quark mass term which
explicitly breaks chiral symmetry. The coefficient of the normalizable term σ corresponds
to the expectation value of q¯LqR: σ = 〈q¯q〉, which breaks SU(2)R× SU(2)L spontaneously
to SU(2)V .
The 5D coupling g5 can be fixed following Ref. [7]:
g5 =
√
12pi2
Nc
= 2pi. (4)
There are 3 free parameters zm, mq and σ in this sector, we use zm = 1/(346 MeV),σ =
(308 MeV)3,mq = 2.30 MeV, which reproduce well 7 experimental observables in this
sector (see Table 5 in Sect. 2.5).
The spectrum of the boson sector at zero and nonzero temperature are studied in Ref. [7]
and Ref. [12] respectively. The pion 5D wave functions pi(z) and φ(z) are defined by
Aµ = (Lµ −Rµ)/2 = Aµ⊥+∂µφ
X(x,z) = X0(z)e2ipi
ata . (5)
At nonzero temperature, these functions can be obtained by solving the eigenvalue equa-
tion that follows from the equations of motion of X and Aµ :
z∂z(
1
z
∂zφ) = g25
v2
z2 f 2
(φ −pi),
m2pi∂zφ = g
2
5
v2 f 2
z2
∂zpi. (6)
The normalization of the 5D wave functions φ ,pi are fixed by requiring canonical 4D kinetic
terms after Kaluza-Klein reducing the 5D action (2)∫ zm
ε
[
φ ′(z)2
g25z
+
v2
z3 f 2
(pi−φ)2
]
dz = 1. (7)
2.2 Spin-1/2 sector
Nucleons in AdS/QCD are described by a pair of 5D Dirac spinors N1 and N2 [18, 26],
corresponding to the 4D baryon operators OL and OR, respectively. The 5D action for N1
and N2 is :
SN =
∫
d4x
∫ zB
ε
dz
√
g
[
i
2
N¯1eMA Γ
A∇MN1− i2 (∇
†
MN¯1)e
M
A Γ
AN1−m5N¯1N1
+ (1→ 2 , L→ R , m5→−m5)] . (8)
5where ∇M is the covariant derivative acting on nucleon fields. The value of the 5D mass m5
is given by the AdS/CFT prescription: m5 = 5/2.
We mention in the introduction section that a different IR cut-off should be used in the
nucleon sector to make the calculated spectrum agree with experiment, we take it to be
zB = ξ zm. The presence of this ξ parameter indicates that the nucleons have a confinement
scale different from mesons. A different (but equivalent) method to introduce this parameter
is given in the appendix.
The definition of the covariant derivative ∇M deserves more care. The usual definition is
∇M = ∂M +
i
4
ωABM ΣAB− iLaM(x,z)ta, ΣAB = [ΓA,ΓB]/2i. (9)
However, as the meson and baryon fields are defined on different ranges, this definition be-
comes problematic in that it involves
∫ ξ zm
ε dzN¯(x,z)e
M
A Γ
ALM(x,z)N(x,z). We should modify
it to
∇µ = ∂µ +
i
4
ωABµ ΣAB− iLaµ(x,z/ξ )ta,
∇5 = ∂5+
i
4
ωAB5 ΣAB− i
1
ξ
La5(x,z/ξ )t
a. (10)
It can be checked easily that such a definition still preserves the gauge symmetry if the 5D
fields transform in the following way:
LˆM(x,z) → eiαˆL(x,z)[LˆM(x,z)+ i∂M]e−iαˆL(x,z),
RˆM(x,z) → eiαˆR(x,z)[RˆM(x,z)+ i∂M]e−iαˆR(x,z),
X(x,z) → eiαˆL(x,z)X(x,z)e−iαˆR(x,z),
N1,2(x,z) → eiαˆL,R(x,z/ξ )N1,2(x,z), (11)
where LˆM = LaMt
a, etc.
To be consistent, the metric for the nucleon sector should also be slightly modified: we
should use
fB(z)2 = 1− z
4
(ξ zh)4
(12)
in the metric (1) (that is, replace zh by ξ zh), so that nucleons and mesons melt together at
temperature T = 1/(pizm).2
The chiral symmetry breaking part of the Lagrangian is introduced as
SYukawa =−g1/2
∫
d4x
∫ zB
ε
dz[N¯1X(x,z/ξ )N2+H.c.]. (13)
The spectrum of the nucleon sector is obtained [18, 26, 27] by solving the eigenvalue equa-
tion that follows from action (8) and (13):(
fB∂z− ∆+z
)
f1L +
g1/2X0(z/ξ )
z
P f1R =− MfB(z) f1R,(
fB∂z− ∆−z
)
f1R+
g1/2X0(z/ξ )
z
P f1L =
M
fB(z)
f1L, (14)
2The nucleons melt when the eigenvalue equation (14) becomes singular, that is, when the zero point of fB(z)
lies between 0 and zB: 0 < ξ zh ≤ zB, or T ≥ 1/(pizm). The use of a different f (z) (and therefore a different
geometry) in the nucleon sector seems counterintuitive, but this is avoided in the other attempt given in the
appendix, where we use the same geometry for both sectors. Their finite-temperature predictions prove to be
totally identical.
6Table 1 Numerical results for nucleon masses at zero temperature
Nucleon Resonances p N(1440) N(1535) N(1650) N(1710)
Mexp(GeV) [28] 0.94 1.37 1.51 1.66 1.72
Mth(GeV) 0.97 1.45 1.29 1.69 1.84
JP 12
+ 1
2
+ 1
2
− 1
2
− 1
2
+
Error 3.2% 5.8% 14.6% 1.8% 7.0%
where ∆± = ( fB + 1fB )±m5, M is the mass eigenvalue and P is the parity of the state. The
boundary condition is f1R(ε) = f1R(ξ zm) = 0.
There are two more parameters ξ , g1/2 in this sector; fitting to experimental data, we
use ξ = 2.94, g1/2 = 71. The calculated spectrum is listed in Table 1. Notice that since the
calculated spectrum corresponds to the pole positions of the 2-point correlation function,
we should compare our calculation to the pole masses listed in Ref. [28] rather than Breit-
Wigner masses which are more commonly referred to.
2.3 Spin-3/2 sector
2.3.1 The set-up
Our convention mainly follows Ref. [21]. To study baryons with spin 3/2 and isospin 3/2,
we introduce a pair of bulk Rarita-Schwinger fields ΨM1abc and Ψ
M
2a˙b˙c˙ corresponding to 4D
operators O(∆)µLabc and O
(∆)µ
Ra˙b˙c˙
respectively. The SU(2)L(R) indices a,b,c = 1,2 (a˙, b˙, c˙ = 1,2)
are symmetric under permutations, forming the JL = 3/2,JR = 0 (JL = 0,JR = 3/2) irre-
ducible representation of SU(2)L×SU(2)R: ∆++µ = O(∆)µ222,∆+µ = O(∆)µ221, etc. Following the
4D Rarita-Schwinger Lagrangian LRS = iψ¯µγµρσ∂ρψσ −mψ¯µγµσψσ , one can construct
the 5D action forΨM1 andΨ
M
2 as
S∆ =
∫
d4x
∫ zB
ε
dz
√
g
[
iΨ¯1AΓ ABC∇BΨ1C−m1Ψ¯1AΨA1 −m2Ψ¯1AΓ ABΨ1B
+ (Ψ1→Ψ2 , L→ R , m1,2→−m1,2)] , (15)
where ΨA = eMAΨM and Γ
A = (γm,−iγ5) are the 5D gamma matrices, and eMA denotes the
vielbein satisfying gMN = eAMe
B
NηAB. We also use notationsΓ ABC =Γ [AΓ BΓC]/3!=(Γ BΓCΓ A−
Γ AΓCΓ B)/2 and Γ AB = [Γ A,Γ B]/2. We use the same zB = ξ zm as in the nucleon sector. The
covariant derivative acting onΨ1,2 is defined similar to Eq. (10), with ta replaced by the gen-
erator for J = 3/2 representation
T a(3/2)bb′;cc′;dd′ = t
a
bb′δcc′δdd′ + t
a
cc′δdd′δbb′ + t
a
dd′δbb′δcc′ . (16)
For notational simplicity, we often omit the SU(2)L×SU(2)R indices, as we do in Eq. (15),
keeping in mind that whenever we write something likeΨ¯ µT aΨµ , we meanΨ¯
µ
bcdT
a(3/2)
bb′;cc′;dd′Ψµb′c′d′ .
The chiral symmetry breaking part is a little more complex than that in the nucleon
sector. Requiring invariance under gauge group SU(2)R× SU(2)L, the leading coupling term
is given by
LYukawa =−g3/2Ψ¯M1a˙b˙c˙(x,z)Xa˙a(x,z/ξ )Xb˙b(x,z/ξ )Xc˙c(x,z/ξ )Ψ2Mabc(x,z)+H.c.. (17)
72.3.2 The eigenvalue problem for spin-3/2 baryon spectrum
For simplicity, we first derive the equations without Yukawa coupling. The ΨM1 and Ψ
M
2
are then decoupled, so we simply write ΨM for ΨM1 . For Ψ
M
2 , just replace m1,2 →−m1,2.
Extremizing the 5D action (15), we get the Rarita-Schwinger equation forΨA:
iΓ ABC∇BΨC−m1ΨA−m2Γ ABΨB = 0, (18)
which can then be simplified to
iΓ A (∇AΨB−∇BΨA)−m−ΨB+ m+3 ΓBΓ
AΨA = 0, (19)
where m± = m1±m2. The vielbein is defined as gMN = eAMeBNηAB, so we can choose it as
eAM =
1
z
diag
{
fB(z),1,1,1,
1
fB(z)
}
. (20)
The spin-connection can be worked out through its definitionωABM =−eKB∂MeAK+eALeKBΓ LKM:
ω500 = −ω050 =−
2− f 2B(z)
z
,
ω5ii = −ω i5i =−
fB
z
. (21)
Other components we do not list here are zero. At zero temperature, fB(z) = 1, we see that
Eq. (21) is consistent with that in previous works [18, 29]. (The minus signs on the right-
hand side of Eq. (21) are due to a different convention).
Being a reducible vector-spinor, the Rarita-Schwinger field contains not only a spin-3/2
component but spin-1/2 components as well. To project out the extra spin- 12 components
we introduce the following Lorentz-covariant constraint:
eMA Γ
AΨM = 0. (22)
Putting the vielbein and spin-connection into the Rarita-Schwinger equation and using
the above constraint, we get the following equations
iz∂/Ψ0− i
(
fB(z)+ 1fB(z)
)
Γ 5Ψ0− iω500 z fB(z)Γ 0Ψ5 = m−Ψ0,
iz∂/Ψi− i
(
fB(z)+ 1fB(z)
)
Γ 5Ψi− i fB(z)2Γ iΨ5 = m−Ψi,
iz∂/Ψ5− i
(
4 fB(z)− 1fB(z)
)
Γ 5Ψ5− ieMA Γ A∂5ΨM = m−Ψ5, (23)
(Note: the indices 0, i,5 underΨ are local Lorentz coordinates) where
∂/≡ 1
z
eMA Γ
A∂M =
1
fB(z)
Γ 0∂0+Γ k∂k + fB(z)Γ 5∂5. (24)
The difficulty in dealing with Eq. (23) is that Ψ5 and Ψ0,i get mixed. To settle this, we set
Ψ5 = 0 (we will justify this choice) which, combined with Eq. (22) and Eq. (23), gives
constraints
Ψ0 = 0, Γ iΨi = 0, (25)
8and equation forΨi:
iz∂/Ψi− i
(
fB(z)+
1
fB(z)
)
Γ 5Ψi = m−Ψi. (26)
Now take chiral symmetry breaking into account, the Yukawa coupling term is given in
Eq. (17) (replace Xa˙a = X0(z)δa˙a)
LYukawa =−g3/2Ψ¯1MX0(z/ξ )3ΨM2 +H.c., (27)
where X0(z) is given in Eq. (3). Then Eq. (26) is modified to
iz∂/Ψ1i− i
(
fB(z)+
1
fB(z)
)
Γ 5Ψ1i = m−Ψ1i+g3/2X0(z/ξ )3Ψ2i,
iz∂/Ψ2i− i
(
fB(z)+
1
fB(z)
)
Γ 5Ψ2i = −m−Ψ2i+g3/2X0(z/ξ )3Ψ1i. (28)
As usual, we do the chirality decomposition
ΨArL,R =
∫
d4 p FrL,R(p,z)ψAL,R(p)e
−ip·x, A = 0,1,2,3, r = 1,2, (29)
where ψAL,R(p) = (1± γ5)ψA(p) and ψA(p) is defined as the solution of 4D Dirac equation:(
γµ pµ −M∆
)
ψA(p) = 0. (30)
It is important to notice that at finite temperature, the x0 and xi coordinates in Eq. (28) are
not symmetric due to the fB(z) term in Eq. (24). As is well known, in a finite temperature
field theory, the time interval is finite (equals the inverse of temperature), thus breaking
manifest Lorentz symmetry. As a result, the combination (p0)2−|p|2 does not appear as a
whole after fourier transform, thus one should be careful in defining the boundary mass. In
this paper we only focus on static particles, setting all spatial momentum to zero pi = 0 and
the rest mass is recognized as the time component of 4-momentum M = p0.
Thus, Eq. (30) with pµ = (M∆ ,0,0,0), combined with constraint (25) gives
ψ0(p) = 0, ψ i(p) =
(
ξ i
ξ i
)
, where σ iξ i = 0 (31)
(we use chiral basis for Dirac matrices) where σ i are the Pauli matrices. We immediately
recognize ξ i as the vector-spinor representation of SO(3), with the σ iξ i = 0 constraint pro-
jecting out the extra spin-1/2 component in 1⊗ 12 = 32 ⊕ 12 . We can choose the ξ = ξ iei
as
ξ Sz=3/2 = z+ζ↑, ξ Sz=1/2 =
√
1
3 z+ζ↓+
√
2
3 z0ζ↑,
ξ Sz=−1/2 =
√
2
3 z0ζ↓+
√
1
3 z−ζ↑, ξ Sz=−3/2 = z−ζ↓, (32)
where
z0 = z z± =∓x± iy√
2
ζ↑,↓ =
(
1
0
)
,
(
0
1
)
. (33)
Thus we see that the constraints (22) andΨ5 = 0 indeed give us the four physical degrees of
freedom for a static spin-3/2 particle.
9Table 2 Numerical results for ∆ masses at zero temperature
∆ Resonances ∆(1232) ∆(1600) ∆(1700) ∆(1920) ∆(1940)
Mexp(GeV) [28] 1.21 1.51 1.65 1.90 1.94
Mth(GeV) 1.17 1.61 1.62 2.02 2.04
JP 32
+ 3
2
+ 3
2
− 3
2
+ 3
2
−
Error 3.3% 6.6% 1.8% 6.3% 5.2%
Substituting Eq. (29) into Eq. (28), with pi = 0, we get a set of eigenvalue equations fB∂z− ∆+z − g3/2X0(z/ξ )3z
− g3/2X0(z/ξ )
3
z fB∂z− ∆−z
(F1L
F2L
)
= − M∆
fB(z)
(
F1R
F2R
)
,
 fB∂z− ∆−z g3/2X0(z/ξ )3z
g3/2X0(z/ξ )3
z fB∂z− ∆+z
(F1R
F2R
)
=
M∆
fB(z)
(
F1L
F2L
)
. (34)
where ∆± = ( fB+ 1fB )±m−, fB is a shorthand for fB(z).
The boundary conditions are the same as those of the zero temperature case:
F1R(ε) = F1R(ξ zm) = F2L(ξ zm) = F2L(ε) = 0. (35)
It can be proved that [26, 30] for parity-even states we have F1L = F2R and F2L =−F1R while
for parity-odd states, we have F1L = −F2R and F2L = F1R. Therefore, for a state with parity
P, Eq. (34) can be simplified to(
fB∂z− ∆+z
)
F1L +
g3/2X0(z/ξ )3
z
P F1R =− M∆fB(z)F1R,(
fB∂z− ∆−z
)
F1R+
g3/2X0(z/ξ )3
z
P F1L =
M∆
fB(z)
F1L, (36)
with boundary condition F1R(ε) = F1R(ξ zm) = 0.
In addition to zm, σ , mq, ξ , there are two more parameters g3/2, m− in this equation.
For m−, the AdS/CFT prescription gives |m−| = |m1−m2| = ∆3/2− 2, where ∆3/2 is the
conformal dimension of the ∆ baryon interpolating field corresponding toΨ µ . If we use its
classical dimension ∆3/2 = 9/2 which leads to |m−| = 5/2, it turns out that the resulting
spectrum does not match the experiment data. We argue that there is also an anomalous
dimension contributing to ∆3/2 in strongly coupled QCD; however, since we do not know
how to calculate it, we simply take it as an additional free parameter fitted to reproduce the
∆ baryon spectrum. The numerical fitting leads to g3/2 = 375, m− = 8, and the calculated
spectrum is listed in Table 2.
2.4 Pion-Baryon coupling
The calculation of the pion-nucleon coupling gpiNN and pion-∆ coupling gpi∆∆ at zero tem-
perature in the unitarity gauge can be found in Refs. [18, 21]. Since the meson sector is often
studied in A5 = 0 gauge, as we do in Sect. 2.1, here we present the calculation of these two
quantities in A5 = 0 gauge. Different choice of gauges proves to be completely equivalent.
We mainly focus on gpi∆∆ , the derivation of gpiNN is similar.
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2.4.1 Expression of gpi∆∆ at finite temperature in A5 = 0 gauge
The gpi∆∆ effective coupling constant is obtained from the ∆ -pion coupling terms in the
actions (15) and (17):
L
(0)
pi∆∆ =
1
z4
[Ψ¯ µ1 Γ
ν Aˆν(x,z/ξ )Ψ1µ −Ψ¯ µ2 Γ ν Aˆν(x,z/ξ )Ψ2µ ]
∼ 1
z4
(Ψ¯ µ1 Γ
ν∂ν φˆΨ1µ −Ψ¯ µ2 Γ ν∂ν φˆΨ2µ)
= − 1
z4
[Ψ¯ i1(
←−∂/ φˆ + φˆ−→∂/ )Ψ1i−Ψ¯ i2(
←−∂/ φˆ + φˆ−→∂/ )Ψ2i]
= [−i fB
z4
Ψ¯ i1 (
←−∂z φˆ + φˆ−→∂z )γ5Ψ1i+2i 1z5Ψ¯
i
1 φˆ γ
5( fB+
1
fB
)Ψ1i
+
ig3/2X0(z/ξ )3
z5
(Ψ¯ i1 φˆΨ2i−Ψ¯ i2 φˆΨ1i)]− (1→ 2)
= −i∂z[ fBz4 Ψ¯
i
1 T
aγ5Ψ1i− (1→ 2)]φ a+
2ig3/2X0(z/ξ )3
z5
(Ψ¯ i1 φˆΨ2i−Ψ¯ i2 φˆΨ1i)
= i
fB
z4
[Ψ¯ i1 ∂zφˆ γ
5Ψ1i− (1→ 2)]+
2ig3/2X0(z/ξ )3
z5
(Ψ¯ i1 φˆΨ2i−Ψ¯ i2 φˆΨ1i), (37)
where Aˆν =AaνT
a, the ν index in the first two lines is implicitly contracted by diag(1/ fB,−1,−1,−1),
in the second line we use Eq. (5) and omit the irrelevant Aν⊥ term, in the third line we in-
tegrate by part, in the fourth line we use Eq. (28), and in the final line we integrate by part
again. 3
LYukawa = − 1z5 g3/2Ψ¯
M
1a˙b˙c˙(x,z)Xa˙a(x,z/ξ )Xb˙b(x,z/ξ )Xc˙c(x,z/ξ )Ψ2Mabc(x,z)+H.c.
= − 1
z5
g3/2Ψ¯M1a˙b˙c˙X0(z/ξ )
32ipik(x,z/ξ )(tka˙aδb˙bδc˙c+ t
k
b˙bδa˙aδc˙c+ t
k
c˙cδa˙aδb˙b)Ψ2Mabc+H.c.
= −2ig3/2X0(z/ξ )
3
z5
Ψ¯M1 pˆi(x,z/ξ )Ψ2M +H.c., (38)
where we use Xa˙a(x,z) = [X0(z)exp(2ipˆi)]a˙a = X0(z)[δa˙a+2ipik(x,z)tka˙a].
Combining Eqs. (37) and (38) we get
Lpi∆∆ = i
fB
z4
[Ψ¯ i1 ∂zφˆ γ
5Ψ1i− (1→ 2)]+
2ig3/2X0(z/ξ )3
z5
(Ψ¯ i1T
aΨ2i−Ψ¯ i2T aΨ1i)(φ a−pia).(39)
The gpi∆∆ coupling constant is defined by the 4D effective Lagrangian 4
Lpi∆∆ = igpi∆∆ ψ¯
µ
a˙bcγ
5(pi ·σ)a˙aψµabc,
= i
2
3
gpi∆∆ ψ¯µγ5pi ·T(3/2)ψµ . (40)
3In the third line of Eq. (37) we replace the µ index by a spatial index i, and do so similarly in Eq. (39). This
is not necessary at zero temperature, when the theory is totally covariant. At finite temperature, however, the
theory is no longer covariant, and we only focus on static ∆ particles whoseΨ0 =Ψ5 = 0.
4Usually, vector-spinor representation is used for isospin I = 3/2 representation and gpi∆∆ is defined as
Lpi∆∆ = gpi∆∆ ψ¯
µ
i iγ
5σ ·piψµi. The details of vector-spinor representation can be found in Ref. [38], for ex-
ample, ψµ+ ≡ −(ψµ1 + iψµ2 )/
√
2 = (∆ µ++,∆ µ+/
√
3)T . With this, it is easy to check that this definition is
equivalent to Eq. (40).
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Kaluza-Klein reducing the 5D fields Ψ1,2,pi,φ , using Eq. (29) we get the expression for
gpi∆∆ : 5
gpi∆∆ =
∫ zB
0
{−3∂zφ(z/ξ ) fB
2z4
(F∗1LF1R−F∗2LF2R)
+
3g3/2v(z/ξ )3[φ(z/ξ )−pi(z/ξ )]
8z5
(F∗1LF2R−F∗2LF1R)
}
dz. (41)
2.4.2 Expression for gpiNN at finite temperature in A5 = 0 gauge
The derivation of gpiNN effective coupling constant is similar. It is defined by the 4D effective
Lagrangian:
LpiNN = 2igpiNNψ¯γ5piataψ, (42)
and is obtained from the nucleon-pion coupling terms in the actions (8) and (13) 6
LpiNN = z fB(N¯1Γ µAaµ t
aN1− N¯2Γ µAaµ taN2)−g1/2(N¯1XN2+H.c.). (43)
After Kaluza-Klein reducing the 5D fields (parallel to Eqs. (37)–(41)) , we get
g(0)piNN =
∫ zB
0
{−∂zφ(z/ξ ) fB
2z4
( f ∗1L f1R− f ∗2L f2R)
+
g1/2v(z/ξ )
2z5
[φ(z/ξ )−pi(z/ξ )] ( f ∗1L f2R− f ∗2L f1R)
}
dz. (44)
For nucleons, we must add another term to the 5D action, as done in Ref. [29, 31–33],
LFNN = iηV [N¯1ΓMNF
(L)
MN(x,z/ξ )N1− (1→ 2,L→ R)]. (45)
This term is very important in explaining the nucleon anomalous magnetic moments; with-
out this term, the calculated magnetic moment of proton would be µN rather than exper-
imental value 2.79µN . The anomalous magnetic moments of proton and neutron derived
from this term are (in unit of µN = e/2mN) [29, 31, 32]
µ(ano)p,n =∓2ηV
∫ zB
0
dz
z3
2mN f ∗1L f2L. (46)
For proton, µ(ano)p = 1.79 and for neutron µ
(ano)
n = −1.91, so we fit |µ(ano)p,n | = (1.79+
1.91)/2 = 1.85 which gives ηV = 0.330.
The term (45) also contributes to pion-nucleon coupling gpiNN :
g(1)piNN = − ηVξ
∫ zB
0
dz
z4
∂zφ(z/ξ ) [2m5 fB(z)( f ∗1L f1R− f ∗2L f2R)
− fB(z)2z(∂z f ∗1L f1R+∂z f ∗2L f2R− f ∗1L∂z f1R− f ∗2L∂z f2R)
+ g1/2 fB(z)v(z/ξ )( f ∗1L f2R+ f
∗
2L f1R)
]
, (47)
5The power of z in Eqs. (41) and (50) is different from that in Ref. [21], due to the different definition of ∆
wave functions FL,R. We emphasize again that the index A in Eq. (29) of our paper is a local Lorentz index.
6The factor z fB comes from the vielbein (20). Here Γ z =−iγ5 and the index “z” in Az is a general coordinate.
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Table 3 Numerical results for pion-baryon effective couplings
gpiNN g
(1440)
piNN∗ g
(1535)
piNN∗ gpi∆∆ g
(1600)
pi∆∆∗ g
(1700)
pi∆∆∗
Exp 13.2 [36] 5.5–8.0(≈6.6) 0.56–0.83(≈0.70) 12–24 8 10–19(≈ 14) 1.4–2.8(≈ 2.1)
Th 14.5 5.7 0.95 12 4.4 2.0
Error 9.8% - - - - -
which should be added to expression (44) to give the complete formula for gpiNN :
gpiNN = g
(0)
piNN +g
(1)
piNN . (48)
The normalizations of nucleon and ∆ wave functions are fixed by requiring canonical
kinetic terms in Eqs. (8) and (15), respectively: 7∫ zB
0
dz
z4 fB(z)
(| f1L|2+ | f2L|2)= 1, (49)
∫ zB
0
dz
z4 fB(z)
(|F1L|2+ |F2L|2)= 1. (50)
2.4.3 Numerical results for pion-baryon transition couplings
With all these prescriptions at hand, we are able to numerically calculate the coupling con-
stants. The results are shown in Table 3. The experimental values of transition coupling
constants g(1440)piNN∗ , g
(1535)
piNN∗ , g
(1600)
pi∆∆ , g
(1700)
pi∆∆ are obtained from experimental decay rates. The
decay rate formula of N(1440) and N(1535) can be found in Ref. [34, 35]:
Γ (N∗→ Npi) = 3 g
2
piNN∗
4pimN∗
|p|(E−PmN) (51)
where P is the parity of the excited state N∗, E is the energy of the final nucleon and |p|
is the center-of-mass momentum. The connection between fpiNN∗ and gpiNN∗ is gpiNN∗ =
mN∗+PmN
mpi
fpiNN∗ .
The partial decay rate of a ∆ ∗ excited state with parity P is
Γ (∆ ∗→ ∆(1232)pi) = 5g
2
pi∆∆∗
36pim∆∗
|p|( 2E
3
3m2∆
+
E
3
−Pm∆ ), (52)
where E is the energy of ∆(1232) baryon.
We see that except g(1600)pi∆∆∗ , all of them are consistent with experiment. Maybe g
(1600)
pi∆∆∗
could get better if we introduce a term similar to (45), however, as there is no data on the
magnetic moment of ∆ baryons to fix the ηV parameter, we do not consider it in this paper.
7At finite temperature it is not possible to write the relevant terms covariantly. For nucleons, “canonical
kinetic term” means iψ¯γ0∂0ψ , this choice is the same as that in the zero temperature case for static particles.
For spin-3/2 sector “canonical kinetic term” means iψ¯iγ i0 j∂0ψ j , as we have already pointed out in Eq. (32)
that ψ0 = 0 for static spin-3/2 particles.
8For gpi∆∆ , the experimental data [39] give the range 1.1–30, and the predictions of other models (such as
1/Nc expansion [40, 41], QCD sum rule [38], and QCD parameterization method [42]) varies from 12 to 24.
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Table 4 Free parameters in our model.
z−1m mq σ1/3 ξ g1/2 g3/2 m− ηV
346 MeV 2.30 MeV 308 MeV 2.94 71 375 8 0.330
Table 5 Summary of results at zero temperature.
Meson mpi fpi mρ F
1/2
ρ ma1 F
1/2
a1
Exp (MeV) 139.6 92.4 775.3 329 1230 433
Th (MeV) 141 84.0 832 353 1220 440
Error 1.0% 9.1% 7.3% 7.3% 0.8% 1.6%
Nucleons p N(1440) N(1535) N(1650) N(1710) µp µn
Mexp(GeV) 0.94 1.37 1.51 1.66 1.72 2.79 µN -1.91 µN
Mth(GeV) 0.97 1.45 1.29 1.69 1.84 2.85 µN -1.85 µN
Error 3.2% 5.8% 14.6% 1.8% 7.0% 2.2% 3.1%
∆ Resonances ∆(1232) ∆(1600) ∆(1700) ∆(1920) ∆(1940)
Mexp(GeV) 1.21 1.51 1.65 1.90 1.94
Mth(GeV) 1.17 1.61 1.62 2.02 2.04
Error 3.3% 6.6% 1.8% 6.3% 5.2%
Couplings gρpipi gpiNN g
(1440)
piNN∗ g
(1535)
piNN∗ gpi∆∆ g
(1600)
pi∆∆∗ g
(1700)
pi∆∆∗
Exp 6.03 13.2 5.5–8.0 0.56–0.83 12–24 10–19 1.4–2.8
Th 5.29 14.5 5.7 0.95 12 4.4 2.0
Error 12.3% 9.8% - - - - -
2.5 Summary of results at zero temperature
We summarize the free parameters and the calculated observables at zero temperature in
Tables 4 and 5. The 5D mass of nucleons m5 = 5/2 is fixed by AdS/CFT prescription, so
it is not listed. We see that with these parameters, the calculated spectrum and coupling
constants fit well with experiment (except that the error of N(1535) is somewhat bigger),
the rms error of all the observables (with clear experimental data) being remarkably 6.7%.
3 Predictions at Finite Temperature
Once the parameters zm, σ , mq, ξ , m−, g1/2, g3/2, ηV are fixed, we are about to study
the temperature dependence of the observables listed in Table 5. To do this, use the same
eigenvalue equations and formulae for coupling constants, setting f (z) = 1− (z/zh)4 and
fB(z) = 1− (z/ξ zh)4. In Figure 2 we draw the temperature dependence of the masses of the
∆(1232), ∆(1600), ∆(1700) baryons. By comparison, we also draw the temperature depen-
dence of the nucleon sector in Figure 1, which is reminiscent of a previous work [27].
We see that the spectrum of ∆ baryons at finite temperature show some new features
compared with nucleons: while the ∆(1700) resembles the nucleon sector, the masses of
∆(1232) and ∆(1600) increase a little bit before dropping down near the transition tem-
perature. The behavior of ∆(1232) mass at low temperature qualitatively agrees with the
result obtained by effective field theory calculations [37] and preliminary data from STAR
collaboration [23].
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Fig. 3 The temperature dependence of pion-nucleon couplings.
We expect these results to be useful in studying thermal pion-nucleon scattering. In
heavy ion collision experiments (such as RHIC experiments), the collision of heavy nuclei
at ultrarelativistic energies produces such a high energy density that for a short time the
system is in local thermal equilibrium and can be regarded as a finite temperature envi-
ronment. The nucleons and virtual pions in the original nuclei collide each other, creating ∆
baryons as intermediate resonance states. Thus a knowledge of the ∆ baryon mass at nonzero
temperature will help us understand these experiments better. For example, we see that at
temperature around 0.1 GeV, the mass of ∆(1700) drop well below the mass of ∆(1600), so
that the decay process ∆(1600)→ ∆(1700)+pi , which is kinematically forbidden at zero
temperature, can happen at that temperature.
The temperature dependence of the couplings (gpiNN and gpi∆∆ ) can be obtained using
Eqs. (41), (44) and (47). The results are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
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The temperature dependence of the transition couplings g(1440)piNN∗ , g
(1535)
piNN∗ , g
(1600)
pi∆∆∗ and g
(1700)
pi∆∆∗
can be directly checked by experiments. As they are related to the partial decay rate of the
corresponding resonance states, we can make a prediction for the partial decay width of res-
onance states at finite temperature using Eqs. (51) and (52). The result is shown in Figure 5.
We see that they all tend to decrease as temperature increases, indicating that excited states
tend to be more stable in a finite temperature nuclear environment. We hope that future
experimental data at RHIC will check these predictions.
4 Summary
In this paper we make a unified approach to hadron properties at zero and nonzero temper-
ature in AdS/QCD. By using a different IR cut-off and redefine the covariant derivative on
baryon field in a self-consistent way, we combine the meson and baryon sectors and arrive
at a universal holographic model of hadrons. The eigenvalue equations for mass spectrum
and formulae for transition coupling constants are derived. Solving the model numerically,
we fix the parameters to reproduce experimental data. The result is promising–using this set
of parameters, all calculated observables with clear experimental data fit reasonably well,
with rms error being remarkably 6.7%.
We then turn the temperature on and get an interesting temperature dependence of the
spectrum and couplings. Although our parameters are different from those used by previ-
ous works, the temperature dependence of nucleon spectrum reproduce earlier results. The
∆ spectrum at finite temperature, however, shows some new features: while the ∆(1700)
resembles the nucleon sector, the masses of ∆(1232) and ∆(1600) increase a little bit be-
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fore dropping down near the transition temperature. The transition coupling constants gpi∆∆ ,
g(1600)pi∆∆∗ and g
(1700)
pi∆∆∗ all decrease as temperature increases. We finally use these results to cal-
culate the partial decay width of excited states at finite temperature, and give the prediction
that these excited states tend to be more stable as temperature increases. We expect these
results to be useful for studying thermal pion-nucleon scattering in finite temerature nuclear
environment.
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Appendix A: Another way to introduce the scale magnification factor ξ
We discuss in the introduction section about the difficulty that a single zm can not fit both sec-
tors, and in the subsequent sections we resolve this difficulty by using different zm for the two
sectors and somehow redefine the covariant derivative in a consistent way. We now present
another way to resolve this difficulty. This one is relatively more technical, but it avoids the
counterintuitive choice of using different geometries for the two sectors in Eq. (12). Their
results for all calculated observables are the same.
In this attempt we use the same AdS-Sch background (1) with the same IR cut-off zB =
zm = 1/(346 MeV) for the baryon sector, for example, the 5D action for nucleons is
SN =
∫
d4x
∫ zm
ε
dz
√
g
[
i
2
N¯1eMA Γ
A∇MN1− i2 (∇
†
MN¯1)e
M
A Γ
AN1−m5N¯1N1
+(1→ 2 , L→ R , m5→−m5)] , (A.1)
and similarly for S∆ (also let fB(z) = f (z)). Now, the value of zB is only 1/ξ times the one
we previously used, so if we still follow the usual AdS/QCD method, we will get baryon
masses ξ times as big as before (notice zB has inverse mass dimension). To avoid this, we
modify the AdS/CFT prescription (the correspondence between 5D fields and 4D operators)
slightly: while Laµ(x,z) and R
a
µ(x,z) still correspond to J
aµ
L,R(x), the 5D nucleon field (∆ -field)
N(x,z) (Ψ µ(x,z)) corresponds to 4D operators O(ξx) (O(∆)µ (ξx)) rather than O(x) (O
(∆)
µ (x)),
the boundary couplings are:∫
d4x[La(0)µ (x)J
aµ
L (x)+ N¯
(0)
1 (x)OL(ξx)+Ψ¯
µ(0)
1 (x)O
(∆)
Lµ (ξx)+(1→ 2 , L→ R)], (A.2)
where the “(0)” indicates boundary value of 5D fields. As a result, the usual step of function-
ally differentiating on-shell action with respect to nucleon boundary fields yields 〈0|TO(ξx)O¯(0)|0〉
rather than 〈0|TO(x)O¯(0)|0〉 ≡ G(x,0):
G0(x,0)≡−i δ
2S5D
δ N¯(0)(x)δN(0)(0)
= 〈0|TO(ξx)O¯(0)|0〉= G(ξx,0), (A.3)
and therefore,
G˜(p)≡
∫
d4x eip·xG(x,0) =
∫
d4x eip·xG0(
x
ξ
,0) = ξ 4G˜0(ξ p), (A.4)
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where G˜0(p) is the Fourier transform of G0(x,0)–the 2-point function calculated from the
usual step of functional differentiation. Thus, the pole spectrum of G˜(p) is 1/ξ the pole
spectrum of G˜0(p). This is exactly what we want, since the pole spectrum of G˜0(p) is ξ
times we previously obtained as a consequence of using zB = zm.
Thus, using the same IR cut-off in Eq. (A.1) and in the mean time modifying the bound-
ary coupling as done in (A.2) indeed give us the correct spectrum.
A potential danger of using the new boundary coupling (A.2) is that it may not give us
the correct delta function of momentum conservation when we calculate the 3-point function
〈0|T Jaµ(x)O(y)O¯(z)|0〉 (we may get something like δ 4(ξ (p′− p)− q)). To solve this, we
should define the 3-point coupling terms in the 5D action slightly differently. Specifically,
we should modify the covariant derivative to
∇µ = ∂µ +
i
4
ωABµ ΣAB− iξLaµ(ξx,z)ta,
∇5 = ∂5+
i
4
ωAB5 ΣAB− iLa5(ξx,z)ta. (A.5)
and the Yukawa coupling to
SYukawa =−g1/2
∫
d4x
∫ zB
ε
dz[N¯1(x,z)X(ξx,z)N2(x,z)+H.c.]. (A.6)
The gauge symmetry is still preserved if the 5D fields transform in the following way:
LˆM(x,z) → eiαˆL(x,z)[LˆM(x,z)+ i∂M]e−iαˆL(x,z),
RˆM(x,z) → eiαˆR(x,z)[RˆM(x,z)+ i∂M]e−iαˆR(x,z),
X(x,z) → eiαˆL(x,z)X(x,z)e−iαˆR(x,z),
N1,2(x,z) → eiαˆL,R(ξx,z)N1,2(x,z), (A.7)
As an example, we calculate the gpiNN coupling constant at zero temperature in this new
scheme to show that everything works all right. The nucleon-pion coupling terms in the
actions (A.1) and (A.6) are
LpiNN = zξ [N¯1(x,z)Γ µAaµ(ξx,z)t
aN1(x,z)− (1→ 2)]−
g1/2
z5
[N¯1(x,z)X(ξx,z)N2(x,z)+H.c.]
= − 1
z4
φ(ξx,z)∂µ(N¯1γµN1− N¯2γµN2)−
2ig1/2
z5
pi(ξx,z)[N¯1X0(z)N2− N¯2X0(z)N1]
=
i∂zφ(ξx,z)
z4
(N¯1γ5N1− N¯2γ5N2)+
2ig1/2[φ(ξx,z)−pi(ξx,z)]
z5
[N¯1X0(z)N2− N¯2X0(z)N1],
(A.8)
Kaluza-Klein reducing the 5D fields as usual, we get
SpiNN =
∫ zm
0
ξ 4
{−∂zφ(z)
2z4
( f ∗1L f1R− f ∗2L f2R)+
g1/2v(z)
2z5
[φ(z)−pi(z)] ( f ∗1L f2R− f ∗2L f1R)
}
dz
·
∫
d4xN¯(0)(x)γ5pia(ξx)σaN(0)(x)/ξ 4. (A.9)
The last factor is to be recognized as the 4D effective action. Since the 4D operator O(x)
corresponds to N(0)(x/ξ )/ξ 4 (see Eq. (A.2)), we rewrite it as∫
d4xN¯(0)(x)γ5pia(ξx)σaN(0)(x)/ξ 4 =
∫
d4x
N¯(0)(x/ξ )
ξ 4
γ5pia(x)σa
N(0)(x/ξ )
ξ 4
. (A.10)
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Thus, comparing with Eq. (42), we get
g(0)piNN =
∫ zm
0
ξ 4
{−∂zφ(z)
2z4
( f ∗1L f1R− f ∗2L f2R)+
g1/2v(z)
2z5
[φ(z)−pi(z)] ( f ∗1L f2R− f ∗2L f1R)
}
dz.
(A.11)
The normalization of nucleon 5D fields should be fixed by requiring canonical kinetic terms
in on-shell 5D action:
Son−shell =
∫
d5x
1
z4
(| f1L|2+ | f2L|2) N¯(0)(x)i∂/N(0)(x)
=
∫ zm
0
dz
1
z4
(| f1L|2+ | f2L|2)ξ 5 ∫ d4x N¯(0)(x/ξ )ξ 4 i∂/N(0)(x/ξ )ξ 4 , (A.12)
so we should require
ξ 5
∫ zm
0
dz
z4
(| f1L|2+ | f2L|2)= 1. (A.13)
Comparing Eqs. (A.11), (A.13) and Eqs. (44), (49), we find that they are equivalent if we
identify
f1,2;L,R(z) = ξ 4 f˜1,2;L,R(ξ z), (A.14)
where f˜1,2;L,R is what we use in the main sections.
It is not difficult to check that every observables calculated in this scheme are equal to
what we previously obtained, both at zero and finite temperatures.
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